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CSP-AIMS Workshop  



Unit 3: Epidemic Model



                                                     



 



Model Overview:



 



     



In this lab, you will be creating a model that represents a simple epidemic spreading through a group of agents. The epidemic starts with one sick agent and the disease spreads to the rest of the agents by contact. In this model, agents (turtles) come in contact with each other by sharing the same patch.



The Basic Model:



The basic model has the following characteristics:  



 



v You should be able to change the initial number of agents (Turtles ) using a slider! Remember that when using a slider, the variable automatically becomes a global variable and does NOT need to be declared in the Code Tab using a globals statement.
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v Each agent is either healthy or sick.



 



• •



You need to be able to visualize whether they are healthy or sick by their color (i.e. red agents are sick and green agents are healthy). You also need to create a Boolean Agent variable that contains that information (something like turtles-own [sick?]). If this Boolean variable is true for an agent, then that agent is sick. If it is false, then the agent is healthy)



v Initially only one agent is sick.



 



 



 



 



v Sick agents get other agents sick. This happens when a sick agent collides with a sick agent (i.e. the sick agent shares the same patch as a healthy agent). See the coding hint below. v Agents wiggle to move around. v The world wraps around. Your turtles live on a torus! v For the basic model - once an agent is sick, it stays sick forever: no recovery, no death, nothing. It is forced to wiggle around its world sick. Eventually all agents will get sick. v Graph the number of sick agents and the number of healthy agents giving each line a different color – there was a video that covered graphing so go back and watch it if you need help! Don’t forget about ticks! v Also add Monitors for number of sick and healthy agents. This will come in handy when you run your experiments.  



That’s it for the basic model!



Coding Hints: any? agentset returns true if agentset is not empty turtles-here returns an agentset of all turtles on the local patch (including the turtle making the call) other says to ignore the turtle making the call So, putting it all together: “ if any? other turtles-here [ …. ]” is a good way to run code
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that should only run when you are encountering another agent. This is standard NetLogo “collision” code. Of course you can further refine the agentset using the with command.



 



Example, if any? other turtles-here with [color = red]



   



After you have created the Base Model you must add at least ONE of the following: 1. You allow the poor sick agents to pass away peacefully after a period of time. o To do this you will probably need a new agent variable (turtles-own) that would contain a number that represents how long they have been sick (perhaps SickTime) and a new global variable that holds the maximum amount of time that the turtles can be sick (perhaps MaxSickTime). o Sick turtles die after they have been sick for the maximum period of time (use the die command). o You will want to examine how changing the maximum amount of time that the turtles can be sick affects the models performance so you need a slider to enter that value. 2. After wandering around aimlessly, some sick agents finally find a clinic and are nursed back to health. o The sad truth that they do not know is that they can get sick again! o Set aside some portion of the NetLogo world to be a clinic (set the patches to be a different color). o You will want to be able to vary the size of the clinic. You will need to use a slider so that you can study how the size of the clinic affects the outcome of your model. o The easiest way to do this is to choose the upper corner of the NetLogo world and max-pxcor and max-pycor are the maximum x-coordinate and maximum y-coordinates. So a box (clinic) in the upper corner could be made by coloring patches with pxcor > max-pxcor - # and pycor > max-pycor - #. o How will you get the agents to notice that they have entered
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the c l i n i c ? Don’t forget to check the pcolor that the agents are standing on. o Don’t forget to change the turtle’s color and turtle’s variable values to the healthy values once they are nursed back to health. 3. Good news, some of your agents are getting better! They are actually able to fend off this dreadful disease and are cured without going to the clinic. Not only are they cured; they are IMMUNE to the disease afterwards. o They are joyous and turn yellow – or whatever color means happiness to you. o You will want to create a variable and slider the represents the probability that a turtle will recover and become immune. Use that variable to control turtle recovery. o You probably will want to create a Boolean Agent variable that keeps track of whether or not they are immune (something like turtles-own [immune?]). Remember that the agents who are sick and get better and are now immune. If these agents come in contact with a sick agent, they do not get sick. So that means that you need to check this new Boolean agent variable every time a turtle comes in contact with a sick agent. o Add a line to your graph that represents the number of immune agents.



After you have created your model, you will run experiments. Complete the experimental design form to tell us what experiments you are going to run. You must explore the effect of two variables – one of which is the initial Number of Turtles and the other is related to the specific addition to your code from the three options above. You will vary each independent variable at least 4 times while keeping the other variable at one setting. Then you will vary the other variable at each point. You will repeat each set of parameters at least 3 times (that means 4X4X3 experiments). Please take the average results (dependent variable) of the 3 runs at each choice of variables.



 



Have Fun!  
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Unit 3 Programming Assignment: Epidemic Grading Rubric (100 Points Total) Done Points Task 15



A: Upload 3-4 files to your Google website under NetLogo Projects/Week 3: Algorithms : • NetLogo source code with the file name: W3.firstname.lastname.nlogo. • You modified Experimental Design Form with the name: W3.firstname.lastname.EDF.doc • A screen capture (see note) of the your Interface Page after your model runs for a while with the name W3.firstname.lastname.Epi.png • If you choose to write up your experimental results in a separate document, please upload that file also. NOTE: save a screen capture from NetLogo by using: File→Export→Export View...



5 5 10 5



10



10 15 25



B. The first few lines of your Code tab are comments including your name, the date, and the assignment name (Unit 3: Epidemic Model). C: The code in the Code tab of your program is appropriately documented with “in-line comments”. D: Your program includes a description of what your program does in the Info tab. E: Correct Setup of the model you have chosen: • Slider for number of initial turtles • Slider for another variable for your model • The turtle-own variables initialized correctly. F: Output: o You have a graph that shows the number of sick and the number of healthy agents as the model progresses. If you added immunity to your model, the number of immune agents is also represented on the graph, o You have Monitors for number of sick, healthy and immune (if appropriate). G: The base model portion of the code works correctly – the sickness spreads throughout your world. H: The additional portion of your model works correctly! I: You have run your experiments and described the outcome EITHER in the info portion of the model OR in a separate document. If you use a separate document you must upload it to your portfolio.
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v You should be able to change the initial number of agents (Turtles ) using a. slider! Remember that when using ... a global variable and does NOT need to be declared in the Code Tab using a ... stale air out and fresh wind in. But to others, it ... 
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